
Scientific Method One Pager

What is a One Pager? A one pager is a way to visually share key ideas and information from
what you have learned. When you create a one pager, you are trying to use both visual symbols
and important words to clearly and concisely share your most important takeaways with
someone else.

IMPORTANT GUIDELINES: The one pager must be HANDWRITTEN (and legible)- You can do
this on paper with pen/pencils/colors etc. or you can complete this on your computer using your
computer pen. Nothing should be typed and images should NOT be taken from the internet. All
of your work should fit on a SINGLE SIDE of paper! This is critical, because you’re practicing the
process of synthesizing essential information and concepts. Make your best attempt to FILL the
page with enriching and detailed information, try not to leave bare space. You can chunk your
information in segments if you’d like. See the examples below.

DUE DATE: A rough draft should be completed and checked for the first day of school.  We will
take some time during the first week of school to peer review your one pager and provide
suggested revisions before finalizing your finished copy (due by second week of school).

You MUST INCLUDE all applicable components of the scientific method:

(Please reference the Scientific Method pdf/PowerPoint for guidance)

*See below for exemplars, possible templates, and rubric*



Here are some examples of One Pagers from other courses and blank templates:



Reach out to Mr. Raiz or Ms. Pelullo for these last 2 templates ↑



Rubric:

4 3 2 1/0 Comments

Required
Elements

All required
elements are
included.
Additional
elements may
also have been
added.

Almost every
required
element is
included.

Several key
elements are
missing.

Very few of
the required
elements are
present or
missing
entirely.

Scientific
Accuracy

All science
concepts are
utilized
appropriately
and
connections
demonstrate a
high-level of
understanding.

Most science
concepts are
utilized
appropriately
and
connections
show good
understanding.

Some science
concepts are
inappropriate
and/or
connections
illustrate a
below
average
understanding

Very few
science
concepts are
utilized
appropriately
and very few
connections
are
illustrated.

Mechanics
(i.e.,
spelling
and
grammar)

Free of all
spelling and
grammatical
errors.

May contain a
few spelling,
grammar, or
punctuation
errors, but
they do not
impede
understanding.

Several
spelling,
grammar, or
punctuation
errors that
distract the
reader.

Pervasive
spelling,
grammar, or
punctuation
errors. Hard
to understand
meaning.

Important
Guidelines

All guidelines
were followed
to the fullest
extent.

Almost every
guideline was
followed
closely.

Several key
guidelines
were not
followed
closely.

Very few, if
any,
guidelines
were
followed.

Creativity One Pager was
exceptionally
creative and
original in
design.

One Pager
showed
creativity in
most aspects
(some color or
creativity in
layout).

One Pager
showed little
creativity
(very little
color or
creativity in
illustrations
and layout).

One Pager
showed no
creativity.
Information
was directly
copied from a
source(s) with
no color or
thought.


